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Ryo Hirano (1927-1992) 

Ryo Hirano was born in Ōita prefecture in 1927 and spent his youth amidst the turmoil of the Second World 
War. He began painting in the third grade and taught himself watercolor, pencil and ink drawing through 
books. Having lost his mother at the age of three and his father at fifteen, Hirano went on to work at a 
shipyard in 1940. As the war intensified, he was called up for military service in 1944 and was discharged in 
October 1945, when the war ended. In the late 1940s, he found work drawing posters at the American base 
in Fukuoka. In his free time, he developed an interest in Modernist art, familiarizing himself with French 
writers and artists such as Charles Baudelaire and Eugène Delacroix from the confines of his apartment 
in Kokura city. Thus, Hirano’s formative years were grounded in the chaotic transformation of a postwar 
society that lived through the trauma of mass destruction, occupation by foreign forces, censorship and 
the introduction of new Western culture, as well as poverty amongst ordinary citizens for the sake of the 
nation’s rapid reconstruction and industrialization. 

In 1949 Hirano moved to Tokyo, where his paintings won several competitions. Alongside this, he 
continued to draw posters for American officers to make a living. He returned to the Kyushu region due 
to financial constraints the following year, moving from one town to another with his newly-wed wife. 
During this period, Hirano drew portraits on commission and designed window displays to make ends 
meet. While working heavily with portraits in his day job and continuing his artistic activities, Hirano’s 
work developed from realism to abstraction around 1955. He had his breakthrough in 1957 when his first 
solo exhibition was held at Minami Gallery in Tokyo, a highly influential cultural hub during the 1960s and 
1970s in introducing overseas artistic trends and domestic avant-garde artists who later became historically 
important, such as Yayoi Kusama and On Kawara. Hirano’s 1957 exhibition at the gallery included 16 
works on paper using ink, watercolor and wax. Shuzo Takiguchi, a leading art critic at the time, pointed out 
that the subjects of Hirano’s works were not predetermined; rather, they were constructed gradually through 
repeated painting and scraping of the work’s surface. This technique would later be fully developed in his 
oil paintings, which are often characterized by their subtle and intricate impasto. 

In the early 1960s, Hirano’s work took a minimalist turn: subjects disappeared into the background while 
lines and paint stains emerged in the foreground to form geometric compositions. This tendency may draw 
loose comparisons with contemporary movements in Western art, such as monochrome and color field 
painting. In 1964, Hirano gained his first gallery representation with Forms Gallery in Osaka, and in 1967 
held his mid-career museum exhibition ‘Ryo Hirano 20 Years’ featuring 133 works at Kitakyushu Municipal 
Museum of Art. After briefly experimenting with minimalistic abstraction, he returned to human figures in 
the 1970s. In these works, figures were boldly reduced to accumulations of lines, with the influence of 
Alberto Giacometti becoming evident around 1972 and 1973. Despite the apparent resemblance, however, 
Hirano’s portrayals were less concerned with space and the exploration of perspective and distance, focusing 
more on temporality and capturing the appearance of fleeting movement. In 1978 Hirano started working 
with the established gallery Galerie Nichido in Tokyo and held periodic solo exhibitions throughout his late 
years. 

In the 1980s, motifs from the natural world became relevant in Hirano’s work, and his style became 
comparatively calm and poetic. This preoccupation with nature led him to create a series of hanging scrolls 
in 1989, which represented a new interpretation of the ancient Japanese philosophy of living in tune with 
flora and fauna. Using ink and restricting the color palette to black and white, these scrolls became a 
playground for him to merge human figures and negative space within the picture plane. He applied the 
same color scheme to oil paintings, creating works in which the boundary between background and subject 
becomes blurred, as the unity of the image is brought forth. In his later years, Hirano traveled to Europe 
several times and made many sketches of anonymous human figures in the streets. These works reflect his 
persistent fascination with humanity, its anxiety and alienation, in a mature and philosophical manner. The 
late 1980s were also marked by several museum retrospectives, held namely by The Ikeda Museum of 20th 
Century Art in 1986 and Kitakyushu Municipal Museum of Art in 1987. In 1990, a major exhibition was 
held at the Central Museum in Tokyo showcasing 70 previous and 30 new works. He died of heart failure 
in 1992 at the age of 65 in his homeland of Kitakyushu.
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Biography 

1927 Born in Ōita 
1940 Begins working in a shipyard in Wakamatsu 
1945 Returns to Tobata after being discharged from the military 
1949 Moves to Tokyo 
1958 Joins the Free Artists Association 
1964 Withdraws from the Free Artists Association in September 
 Establishes the Subject Arts Association in October 
1975 Withdraws from the Subject Arts Association and begins his independent career 
1978 Travels through Europe 
1979 Travels through Central Asia, East Germany, Czech Republic and Austria 
1987 Wins West Japan Culture Award 
1992 Dies at the age of 65 due to heart failure 

Selected Solo Exhibitions 

1957 Minami Gallery, Tokyo 
1961 Mudo Gallery, Tokyo 
1965 Forms Gallery, Fukuoka 
1967 Kitakyushu Municipal Museum of Art, Kitakyushu
1978 Galerie Nichido, Tokyo 
1984 Nagai Gallery, Tokyo 
1986 The Ikeda Museum of 20th Century Art, Ito
1987 Kitakyushu Municipal Museum of Art,  Kitakyushu 
1989 Galerie Nichido, Tokyo 
1990 Central Museum, Tokyo 
1991 Shimonoseki City Art Museum, Yamaguchi 
1997 Kitakyushu Municipal Museum of Art, Fukuoka; Fukuoka Art Museum, Fukuoka

Selected Group Exhibitions 

1949 13th Shin-seisakuha-ten exhibition 
1951 15th Free Artists Association exhibition 
1953 17th Free Artists Association exhibition, wins the Excellence Award 
1956 20th Free Artists Association exhibition, wins the Honorable Mention Award 
1959 13th Japanese Independent Exhibition 
1962 5th Contemporary Japanese Art Exhibition 

Major Public Collections 
Fukuoka Prefectural Museum of Art, Fukuoka
Fukuoka Art Museum, Fukuoka
Kitakyushu Municipal Museum of Art, Kitakyushu
Kurume City Art Museum, Kitakyushu
Oita Prefectural Art Museum, Oita
The Ikeda Museum of 20th Century Art, Ito


